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Abstract:
Rolling-resistance is leading the direction of numerous tire developments due to its significant effect on fuel consumption and CO2 emissions considering the vehicles in use globally. Many attempts were made to reduce the rolling-resistance but with no gain or limited success due to the tire complexity and the trade-offs. This paper investigates the concept of multiple chambers inside the tire as a potential alternative solution for reducing the rolling-resistance. To accomplish that, novel multi-chamber designs were introduced and numerically simulated through finite-element (FE) modeling. The FE models were compared against a standard design as the baseline. The influences on rolling-resistance, grip, cornering, and mechanical comfort were studied. The multi-chambers tire reduced rolling-resistance considerably with acceptable trade-offs. Independent air volumes isolating tread from sidewalls would maintain tire’s profile effectively. Different air concentration across tire’s chambers gave the tire extended versatility. Rolling non-uniformity depends upon inner-chambers’ stability, sidewalls’ flexibility and tire/chamber(s) integration.
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1. Introduction:
The rolling-resistance is interpreted as the losses in the tire’s mechanical energy (i.e., heat dissipation) during rolling for a distance on the road. For a straight steady-state rolling on a flat road, the primary source for rolling-resistance is the material hysteresis damping. This source is accountable for 80-95% of the tire’s rolling-resistance followed by secondary sources; the aerodynamic drag (i.e., 0-15%) and the tire/road friction (i.e., 5%) [1]. This paper will mainly focus on the rolling-resistance due to hysteresis induced by tire deformation during rolling (i.e., tire’s internal losses).

Although hysteresis is needed for tire’s grip and cushion, generally, the rolling-resistance is an unwanted phenomenon because it can be liable for up to 20-30% of vehicle’s fuel consumption according to the driving conditions and hence a large portion of CO2 emissions [2, 3]. Due to the tire complexity, reducing tire’s rolling-resistance can be challenging because of the severe compromises it may have with other essential features like grip and cushioning [1].

Multi-chambers tire concept can be seen as a potential alternative solution to reducing rolling-resistance without negatively compromising other core features. Several multi-chambers tire mechanisms are available publicly as patented designs that are not tested or verified [4, 5]. Many of those patents were introduced to secure the beads seating, improve the airtight sealing and handle run-flat [6-10]. Commonly, inner tubing divided by radial-walls and annular dual to triple chambers arranged either side-by-side or concentrically were used. However, questions are raised concerning those designs’ feasibility, manufacturability, and addressability of the diverse driving requirements since those patents address individual requirements only with no validations provided.
Other patents were presented to improve the off-road gripping utilizing either concentric annular chambers or detachable annular shoe-casing with built-in chambers [11-13]. Both Merz et al. [14] and Lambe [15] claimed in their patents that fuel economy and cushioning can be improved using annular and concentric dual-chambers; with a lower pressure inner-chamber and a higher pressure outer-chamber. However, this claim can be challenged as it may weaken tire’s grip, beads seating, and vehicle stability. The inventors did not provide any empirical or analytical evidence supporting such a claim.

For the tire industry, Coyote [16] introduced an internal pneumatic bead-lock that can transform the standard tire into annular and concentric dual-chambers with higher pressure inner-chamber for supporting beads seating and run-flat cases and lower pressure outer-chamber for off-road gripping. Independently, both Goodyear [17] and Bridgestone [18] introduced a future design concept of an annular multi-chambers tire for better stability, comfortability, and fuel economy through changing chambers’ pressures independently and differently. Both manufacturers are striving to develop their conceptual designs into more practical oriented designs.

Kubba [19] investigated a four-chambers prototype experimentally for rolling-resistance and cornering as a part of an unfinished project by Fusion Innovation [4]. In these experiments, he demonstrated that more than one cavity chamber could have an impact on lowering the rolling-resistance. His work included developing an FE model using Abaqus/standard that was limited to predicting the quasi-static characteristics and the cornering lateral forces to an extent. The model failed to predict the rolling-resistance and the cavity chambers behavior because no air/structure interaction was considered.
From the literature above, it can be concluded that there are little and superficial findings on the subject of multi-chambers tire for low rolling-resistance as it is an un-ripened research field at designing stage and lab prototyping with no practical application yet. To the author’s knowledge, there are on-going researches in this field which are confidential and mainly belong to automobile and tire institutions. Further research and in-depth investigations, on an analytical and empirical basis, are needed to be carried out. There are many research needs to be investigated including, but not limited to, the effects of chambers’ structure, cavity volumes, inflation settings, air/structure interaction, and air-flow pattern(s).

In this context, this paper examines the cavity design of pneumatic multi-chambers tire and its role on rolling-resistance and any trade-offs with other features related to grip, cornering and mechanical comfort under different loadings and working pressures. To meet this aim, the rolling-resistance due to the internal losses of tire’s structure only will be assessed to study the effect of the tire chambers structure. Three different novel designs of multi-chambers tire were evaluated through experimentally validated Abaqus/Explicit FE model and compared against a standard (baseline) tire. The developed FE model(s) treats the tire’s chambers inside as surface-based fluid cavities to represent the global cavity-air and account for the air/structure interaction.

2. Experimental Work:
A conventional 225/55 R17 radial tire was adopted for this study in Figure 1(B) to use as a baseline (standard) tire and to validate the FE modeling. At a later stage, this standard tire was modified from having a single cavity chamber into having dual (concentric) annular chambers, in Figure 1(C), by fitting an internal bead-lock chamber supplied by Coyote [16] in
Figure 1(C-1) into the tire’s main chamber in Figure 1(C-2). This step aims to validate the FE modeling capability to simulate the multi-chambers tire behavior correctly. The bead-lock chamber comes in a standardized size and was not especially made for the investigated tire. This had some implications on the developed dual-chambers tire like imposed increase in weight and limited operation range, especially the applied loadings and inflation pressures, to avoid damaging the tire’s chambers.

2.1 Quasi-Static Testing:
Three quasi-static tests were conducted on both the standard and dual-chambers tires to study several physical features related to rolling-resistance, grip, and mechanical comfort. These tests are used as a first stage validation of the FE modeling. The first test involved measuring the change in the outer tire’s cross-sectional profile under different inflation pressures, as in Table 1, at the tread-center and the sidewall outermost point through 3D laser scan using
“Faro Edge ScanArm”. Since it is a contact-less test, a wide inflation range was used for the “standard tire” to validate the FE prediction. For the “dual-chambers tire”, the inner-chamber was fixed at a high pressure to support beads seating and subsequent chamber(s) while the outer-chamber was set at 180 KPa as a minimum to avoid an inside collision between the chambers and at 240 KPa as a maximum to prevent wrinkling in the inner-chamber.

Table 1. Inflation Pressure Conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Type</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Standard Tire (KPa)</th>
<th>Dual-Chambers Tire (KPa)</th>
<th>Outer-Chamber</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Inner-Chamber</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outer Cross-Sectional Profile</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static Vertical Stiffness</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>260</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the second test, see Figure 1(A), a “tri-axial electro-hydraulic tire/drum rig” was used to quasi-statically load the tire vertically against the drum at a fixed displacement (i.e., 15mm), under different inflations as in Table 1, while recording the vertical reaction force generated at the wheel center. The “vertical static stiffness” is calculated as the gradient of the reaction-force over the displacement. In Table 1, since it is a contact test, a more practical inflation range was chosen to avoid damaging the tire.

In the third test, the “tire/drum rig” was utilized to quasi-statically push the tire vertically against the drum under different vertical loads (i.e., 1, 2, 3 and 4 KN) and fixed inflation (i.e., Standard=220KPa and Dual-Chambers=Inner (280KPa), Outer (220KPa)). During such test, the tire contact-patch area was captured by spraying the contact-patch with black-ink and
having it imprints on a white A4-paper laid on the drum surface. The footprint area was calculated using image-processing similar to Wei [20].

2.2 Dynamic Testing:
Two rolling tests were done using the “tri-axial electro-hydraulic tire/drum rig” on both the standard and dual-chambers tires to study rolling-resistance, non-uniformity and corner-handling. These tests are used as a second stage validation of the FE modeling.

Table 2. Straight Free-Rolling Conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rolling Velocity (Km/h)</th>
<th>Inflation Pressure (KPa)</th>
<th>Vertical Load (KN)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Tire</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual-Chambers Tire</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Inner=280, Outer=220</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the first test, the tire was configured to run at the straight steady-state and free-rolling conditions in Table 2. Since this paper’s goal is to assess the rolling-resistance due to the tire’s internal losses alone, free-rolling cases on a smooth contact-drum were performed to remove the impact of acceleration, deceleration and road roughness on the tire’s rolling-resistance. Similarly, the tire was set to roll at a constant low velocity to eliminate the influence of aerodynamic drag on the tire’s rolling-resistance. During this test, two parameters were calculated. First, similar to [21], the “rolling-resistance” was determined by measuring the longitudinal force at the wheel-spindle and then calculating the energy dissipated per unit-distance. Secondly, for tire uniformity, the variations in both the vertical and lateral forces at the wheel-spindle were measured similar to Michelin [22].

Typically, the uniformity test is used to test newly manufactured tires for any manufacturing imperfections causing non-uniformities in the rolling tire’s structure that undermine the ride.
comfort [23]. However, in this paper, the manufacturing imperfections are assumed negligible as the investigated tire is a passed end-product and the FE tire model has perfectly symmetrical geometry and mass distribution around its rotational axis. In this respect, the tire’s uniformity can indicate the deformational level in the tire’s profile, due to the chamber(s) structural design, and hence the mechanical comfort for perfectly smooth flat-runway. Nevertheless, for real road, the ride comfort will be assessed based on tire’s vertical static stiffness.

The second test involved measuring the lateral force at the wheel-spindle while the tire is free-rolling, under different slip angles from 1 to 5 degrees respectively, at 3KN vertical load, a steady-state velocity of 10Km/h, and fixed inflation (i.e., Standard=220KPa and Dual-Chambers=Inner (280KPa), Outer (220KPa)).

3. FE Model Development:
The same tire was used throughout the whole study but with different cavity chamber(s) designs. Abaqus 6.13 was used to develop FE tire models. To account for the tire mechanical behavior in FE, the relevant rubber and reinforcement samples were extracted from the tire structure and tested for the associated hyperelastic, viscoelastic and elastic properties similar to Aldhufairi and Essa [21]. The adopted material models can be found in Table 3 for the associated rubber parts. The reinforcements’ elasticity of steel-belts and beads as steel, capplies as polyamide, and carcass as polyester were incorporated into the FE model-tree.

Table 3. Material Model(s) Coefficients.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model’s Type</th>
<th>Model’s Coefficients</th>
<th>Rubber Sections</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tread</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyperelastic (Yeoh)</td>
<td>C10</td>
<td>0.641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C20</td>
<td>-0.074</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The medium inside the tire chambers were treated as surface-based fluid cavities, modeled by volume elements, to closely simulate the global cavity-air behavior as an ideal gas. This is since it conforms to the key assumptions of kinetic theory for ideal gases [24-26]. In the dual-chambers case, the elasticity of the inner-chamber housing’s top as fabric and sides as polyvinyl-chloride (PVC) was incorporated into the relevant FE model. For the other multi-chambers cases, the inner-chambers’ walls and its reinforcements had the same properties as the tire’s sidewall and carcass respectively.

A detailed geometry of the tire 2D cross-section was captured using an image-processing technique, similar to Yang [27], and imported to Abaqus as a CAD file to build-up a 2D axisymmetric FE model of the tire as shown in Figure 2 (A) for the standard tire and (B) for the dual-chambers one. A pattern-less tread was drawn to eliminate hourglass modes where “patterns” have a negligible effect on rolling-resistance [1, 28-30]. The rubbery parts were presented as solid elements (CGAX4R) and the reinforcements as surface elements (SFMGAX1) implanted inside the related rubbery parts. The tire’s wheel was presented through a rigid-body definition linking the wheel center node to the tire/wheel contact nodes.
Figure 2. FE Models of (A) Standard Tire and (B) Dual-Chamber Tire.

For the other multi-chambers cases, the inner-chambers walls’ reinforcements were laid-up radially similar to the tire’s carcass. An additional reinforcement layer was added circumferentially to every wall that was parallel to the tire’s tread.

The 2D axisymmetric model was revolved creating a full 3D model, in Figure 2, using the “symmetric model generation” and “symmetric results transfer” procedures available in Abaqus/Standard. An “input” file was created to include the model data, an analytical rigid-surface drum definition, and the necessary analysis steps to simulate the tire’s inflation, vertical loading and free-rolling conditions isothermally. The respective tire’s mass and
inertia were accounted for using point-mass element paired with rotary-inertia element at the
tire center node. The tire analysis was performed through Abaqus/Explicit since the
viscoelastic PRF model is not supported with Abaqus/Standard and to account for the non-
linear dynamic behavior properly as illustrated in a previous work [21].

4. FE Model Validation:

For the quasi-static behavior, the FE outputs, for both standard and dual-chambers tires,
illustrated a good match with the experiments. In Table 4, as inflation pressure goes-up, the
tire’s tread was pushed outward while the sidewalls were pulled slightly inward to achieve a
taller and thinner profile. Similar trends can be found in Yang [27] and Wei [20] works.

Table 4. Cross-Sectional Profile Displacement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inflation Pressure (KPa)</th>
<th>Tread-Centre (mm)</th>
<th>Sidewall Outermost (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FE</td>
<td>Experiment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Tire</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>1.857</td>
<td>1.881</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>2.362</td>
<td>2.475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240</td>
<td>2.914</td>
<td>3.045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>280</td>
<td>3.500</td>
<td>3.480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual-Chambers Tire</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner</td>
<td>Outer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>280</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>2.105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>280</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>2.362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>280</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>2.632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>280</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>2.914</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Figure 3 (A), the increase in the inflation pressure made the tire stiffer as more air
molecules were filling the tire cavity to lift-up the vertical load. Similar findings were
reached by Lee et al. [31] and Wei [20]. Both standard and dual-chambers tires had almost
similar stiffness for the same pressure of the standard tire and the outer-chamber of the dual-
chambers tire.
A) Vertical Static Stiffness.

B) Footprint Area.

Figure 3. Tire’s Quasi-Static Behavior for (A) Vertical Stiffness and (B) Footprint.
In Figure 3 (B), the standard and dual-chambers tires showed a close footprint area with the dual-chambers having slightly lesser areas. Larger areas were acquired with the increase in the vertical loading which would further compress the inflation-air leading to more tire deformation at the contact-patch. However [32] and Hernandez et al. [33] pointed-out the same outcomes.

![Figure 4. Rolling-Resistance against Vertical Load.](image)

For the dynamical behavior, a good agreement between the FE and the experiments were noted. In Figure 4, the rolling-resistance is nearly linearly proportional to the vertical loading in line with others’ works [33, 34]. This is as the higher the load, the larger the tire deformation would be at the contact-patch. In FE, for cavity behavior consideration in rolling-resistance prediction, a comparison was made between applying a “distributed pressure load” over the inner-walls and treating the tire’s chamber(s) as filled with “fluid cavity volume” representing air as an ideal gas. No difference was observed in the standard
tire. For the dual-chambers case, the air-cavity method was more accurate in predicting the rolling-resistance than the pressure load method.

In Figure 5, for tire uniformity, after data low-pass filtration, a reasonable match was achieved between the FE and the experiments with slight differences that could be due to tolerable manufacturing imperfections in the real tire. The cornering performance, in Figure 6, was found to follow the same pattern as the literature [20, 27, 35]. The dual-chambers tire illustrated marginally lower lateral forces.

Figure 5. Variations in Axial Forces.

In Figure 5, for tire uniformity, after data low-pass filtration, a reasonable match was achieved between the FE and the experiments with slight differences that could be due to tolerable manufacturing imperfections in the real tire. The cornering performance, in Figure 6, was found to follow the same pattern as the literature [20, 27, 35]. The dual-chambers tire illustrated marginally lower lateral forces.
Figure 6. Cornering Lateral Forces.

Taken altogether, as in Figure 7 for example, the dual-chambers solution can offer a reduction of over 10% in rolling-resistance depending on the rolling condition. Such an improvement lies mainly due to the decrease in the dual-chambers’ radial non-uniformity which means lesser deformational hysteresis losses. As per the kinetic theory of gases, this is possible as the dual-chambers’ outer-chamber provides a smaller space for the cavity air to travel, re-collide and establish pressure again more quickly to support tread’s profile without causing violent and large air movement inside the tire.
A) Rolling-Resistance and Other Features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FOOTPRINT (EXPERIMENT)</th>
<th>CONTACT PRESSURE (FE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>STANDARD TYRE</strong></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Standard Footprint" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DUAL CHAMBERS TYRE</strong></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Dual Footprint" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CONTACT PRESSURE (MPa)**

- +5.626e-01
- +5.157e-01
- +4.688e-01
- +4.219e-01
- +3.751e-01
- +3.282e-01
- +2.813e-01
- +2.344e-01
- +1.875e-01
- +1.406e-01
- +9.376e-02
- +4.698e-02
- +0.000e+00

B) Contact-Patch.

Figure 7. Standard and Dual-Chambers Tires Characteristics for Straight Free-rolling (i.e., at 4 KN vertically and 30 Km/h)
The dual-chambers tire has slightly higher vertical stiffness than the standard tire which means it would maintain an almost similar level of mechanical comfort. However, a slightly smaller footprint is incurred, undermining the tire’s gripping slightly, as the inner-chamber would help in pushing out the tread-center further circumferentially as seen in Table 4 and Figure 7 (B). As illustrated, the contact pressure distribution can be used as an approximation to the footprint shape since Abaqus/Explicit does not support a contact-patch area contour. The contact pressure pattern generated agrees with that of the literature [36-38]. During cornering, the dual-chambers demonstrated a marginal reduction in the lateral force which may undermine from the tire’s grip and stability a little. These compromises can be negligible depending on the tire application. They can be addressed by lowering the outer-chamber’s pressure a little further to gain the required tire’s footprint and grip.

Another trade-off is the extra weight of nearly 3 Kg gained by the dual-chambers. This weight difference has almost no role to play on rolling-resistance within this paper’s scope (i.e., straight free-rolling) since tire’s rotational inertia would only noticeably affect rolling-resistance in traction-and-braking conditions agreeing with Walter [39]. Nevertheless, the net weight can be greatly reduced with proper designs, lightweight materials, or lighter wheels.

5. Multi-chambers Concept:
Based on the kinetic theory of gases, a gas is made-up of many tiny molecules that are arranged arbitrarily and far away from each other in a state of a continuous, fast and random motion in all directions. This makes the gas expandable to occupy the whole space of the container and compressible under loading. Furthermore, the gas pressure is established due to molecules’ collisions against the container’s walls.
For the standard tire, due to peristaltic pumping, a large portion of tire cavity’s air will be experiencing repetitive expansion and compression. At expansion, from air-role perspective, cavity air will try to restore the tire’s structure but after some delay (i.e., heat losses) due to the time taken for the required air-molecules to re-collide at the tire’s inner-liner, reach equilibrium, and rebuild the necessary pressure to maintain the tire profile given the single bulky cavity volume and the randomness of the distant molecules’ movement.

With the multi-chambers concept, this side-effect can be minimized by having the air-molecules confined in smaller cavity volumes shortening from the broadness and the time-taken for the air-molecules movement across the cavity space. Also, by manipulating and increasing the air concentration in certain volumes, it is possible to minimize the tread deformation through increasing the tire’s overall stiffness and limiting the tread’s curvature deformation.

In this context, three novel multi-chambers designs were developed, in Figure 8, as a part of a postgraduate research project on “Tyre Design and Analysis for low rolling-resistance”. These designs were developed having different methods of relating the chambers’ inner-walls to the main tire structure to investigate their effects on the tire’s performance. In addition, the designs were set to meet a number of fundamental safety and operational requirements like:

- Allows for tire installation/removal to/from wheel rim.
- Contains a bead-lock chamber (i.e., zone (1)) set at the highest pressure to secure beads seating, maintain operation at run-flat, and support the other subsequent chambers.
- At least 35 KPa gap exists between the consecutive inner-chambers vertically starting with the bead-lock chamber, having the highest inflation, down to the tread
respectively to avoid undesired wrinkling and violent distortions in the inner-chambers profile [16].

- No perfectly straight and vertical inner-walls in direct contact with the tread to avoid a permanently stiffer tire at the expense of cushioning.
- No tiny or complex chamber(s) that would undermine from the design’s manufacturability, functionality, and accommodation.

![Figure 8. Novel Multi-Chambers Designs.](image)

The tire will be inflated at normal mode, as in Figure 8, to satisfy driving situations like acceleration, braking, bumpy-road rolling, and turning where grip and cushioning are emphasized. Furthermore, in the normal mode, the chamber’s zone (i.e. zones (2), (3), L-Side and R-Side) in direct support of the tread profile is set at the same inflation pressure as the standard tire for comparison purposes and to evaluate the role of chambers’ structural design. If grip and cushioning are not emphasized, like driving in straight flat-path with marginal acceleration and braking, the tire will be inflated at economy mode for enhanced vertical stiffness and lower rolling-resistance.
The three multi-chambers designs will be assessed against the “standard design” using the experimentally validated FE modeling earlier. The assessment will involve running all designs under straight and steady-state free-rolling at 4 KN vertical load, 30 Km/h rolling-velocity, and two different inflation settings (i.e., normal and economy modes). All designs will have “cornering” run at normal mode, slip angle of 3 degrees, 4 KN vertical load, and 10 Km/h rolling-velocity. From those runs, all designs will be evaluated for rolling-resistance, non-uniformity, mechanical comfort, cornering and grip.

6. Results and Discussions:
Under both normal and economy modes, in Figure 9, the rolling-resistance performance revealed that “design II” is the most energy-efficient design compared to the other designs with a rolling-resistance reduction of over 40% compared to the standard tire. This is because “design II” provides the highest vertical stiffness with the lowest profile fluctuation during rolling which makes it the least deformable as can be seen from the tire’s vertical deflection and the tread’s curvature deformation (i.e., footprint width) in Table 5. For an isothermal process and based on the first law of thermodynamics, less deformation would mean less work needed to restore that deformation and hence less energy consumed.
A) Performance at Normal Mode.

B) Performance at Economy Mode.

Figure 9. Performance Metrics of Multi-Chamber Designs.
Table 5. Footprint’s Width and Vertical Deflection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inflation Mode</th>
<th>Standard Design</th>
<th>Design I</th>
<th>Design II</th>
<th>Design III</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Footprint Width (mm^2)</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>173.8245</td>
<td>180.197</td>
<td>171.638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Economy</td>
<td>165.872</td>
<td>178.9982</td>
<td>155.608</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Such a performance can be related due to the level of the structural support and how effectively the air volume is being employed in each design to maintain the tire profile. The improved stiffness and the minimized deformational scale, as seen in tire’s non-uniformity, in “design II” were gained through having additional inner sidewalls to assist the main sidewalls in withstanding the vertical loading and separate them from the main air cavity chambers (zones (1) and (2)) to avoid losing the bulk air volume supporting and maintaining the tire’s tread profile. Those inner sidewalls were supported by a mid-circumferential inner-wall to hold them in position and help restrict air bulk movement. A clear example on the effectiveness and role of cavity design is the comparison between “design II” and “design III” at the normal mode where both designs have the same inflation pressure in all zones, yet they exhibit significantly different performances.

Table 6. Contact-Pressure Distribution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contact Pressure (MPa)</th>
<th>Normal Mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Design</td>
<td>Design I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPRESS STREAD</td>
<td>+5.626e-01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+5.512e-01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+5.682e-01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+5.344e-01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+9.376e-02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Concerning tire’s grip, both footprint area and contact pressure were looked at in Figure 9 (A) and Table 6 in the normal mode as key components that form the tire’s grip mechanism [40]. A certain balance is needed to be preserved between the level of the contact pressure against that of the footprint area to prevent undermining the tire’s grip [41].

At the normal mode, both “designs II and III” shared almost the same footprint area, contact-patch shape, and contact pressure pattern as the “standard design” with marginal differences. Such outcomes should keep the tire’s grip in “designs II and III” at a close level to that of the “standard design”. However, “design I” illustrated an odd contact-shape, different contact pressure pattern, and lower footprint area undermining from the tire’s grip due to the design’s sidewalls irregular outline and rigidity as will be indicated later.

For the radial non-uniformity, in Figure 9, under both normal and economy modes, “design I” has the highest non-uniformity during rolling followed next by the “standard design” while “design II” has the best uniformity and stable ride. In the lateral non-uniformity, under both normal and economy modes, “design III” had the most vibratory rolling while the rest of the designs had almost the same vibrational level.

The clear difference in the rolling non-uniformity between the designs is referred due to the stability of the inner-chambers and their air volumes, the chambers’ support/interaction with the tire’s profile and the tire sidewalls’ flexibility. “Design I” had its inner-chambers walls integrated to the tire’s sidewalls structure making them less flexible with an irregular outline, as shown in Figure 10. This sidewall irregularity would agitate and destabilize the air volume more agreeing with Schuring et al. [42] findings. Having a single large cavity, the “standard
“design” had the most arbitrary and large movement of air volume across the cavity with the widest sidewall side movement as indicated in Figure 10. This goes in line with Schuring et al. [42] work too.

Figure 10. Deformed Tire’s Profile under Vertical Loading.

With “design II”, the large air volume and its random (long) movements were greatly reduced along with the interaction between the main air volume (zones (1) and (2)) and the main sidewalls by separating them into different confined cavity chambers while maintaining the main sidewalls flexibility and profile. This is because the air volume close to the sidewalls would experience more agitated and wild movements at higher rates than at the cavity center due to sidewall’s curvy shape and movements. Schuring et al. [42] with Rae and Skinner [43] highlighted such behavior as well. Due to being detachable, “design III” inner-chamber (zone
(2)) would suffer from instability, excess non-uniform deformation and side-sliding, as a result of random air shifts, when subjected to peristaltic pumping during rolling especially at the normal mode as illustrated in Figures 9 and 10.

For the mechanical comfort at the normal mode, based on the vertical stiffness, “design II” is the stiffest with 243 N/mm while the “standard design” being the least stiff with 188 N/mm. This would undermine from “design II” ride comfort to an extent. Depending on tire application, it might be of acceptable comfort level since the common vertical stiffness for radial passenger-car tires is around 200-220 N/mm [31, 44-46]. If the tire’s mechanical comfort was case-sensitive; the available alternatives to improve tire’s cushioning would be to rely on vehicle suspension compensation, reduce the inflation-pressure(s), and modify inner-chambers for thinner inner-walls or different inner-wall’s orientation.

The multi-chamber designs are estimated to have an extra weight of around 1.42 Kg over the “standard design” based on a weighted section of the standard tire’s sidewall which the chambers are made of. The weight improvements and its role on rolling-resistance are outside this paper’s scope as illustrated previously.
For cornering, in Figure 11, “design II” and “design III” showed similar performance as that of the “standard design” regarding tire’s lateral force and contact-patch area. This reveals the capability of “design II” to maintain the vehicle’s stability during cornering. However, for “design III”, the tire’s stability is undermined by the excess non-uniform deformation of zone (2) chamber and throughout the whole tire. In “design I”, the tire’s stability is also undermined but by the sidewall’s inflexibility and irregularity which caused vibratory roll and lower lateral force.

Figure 11. Cornering Characteristics.
7. Conclusion:

The multi-chambers cavity tire is found to be an immature research field at its beginnings with little research findings. This concept was further investigated, and the following main outcomes were reached:

- In FE modeling, the usage of the distributed pressure loading was found ineffective in accounting for air/structure interaction in multi-chambers tires.
- Considering the tire’s cavity air as fluid-filled cavity volume(s) in FE is found to be a valid alternative to account for the global air/structure interaction.
- The tire’s deformation and flexibility are affected by the inner-chambers’ structural setup in relation to the tire’s, how it controls the global air movement to maintain the tire profile, and air concentration inside the chamber(s).
- Isolating the air cavity volumes of the tire’s sidewalls from that of the tread would significantly help in stabilizing the global air volume maintaining the tread’s profile while sustaining the sidewalls’ flexibility and shape.
- Smaller air cavities would mean quicker recovery of air volume after tire deformation at the contact-patch.
- Tire’s rolling vibrations depends on the stability of the inner-chambers and its cavity air, the regularity of the tire’s profile and the tire sidewalls’ flexibility.
- “Design II” is the best choice for low rolling-resistance (i.e., with a reduction of over 40%) while maintaining a close level of tire’s grip and corner-handling but lowered cushioning to an extent compared to the “standard design”.
- Both “designs I and III” had problems related to stability and non-uniformity although they had lower rolling-resistance than the “standard design” but higher than “design II”.
In overall, the multi-chambers tire is found to be a good alternative solution to reduce the rolling-resistance substantially with minimum compromise to the other essential tire’s features like grip, mechanical comfort, and cornering.

8. Future Work:

“Design II” needs further characterization and optimization to reach a more tailored and balanced tire design for rolling-resistance, grip and mechanical comfort. This may involve further investigating design parameters like weight, chamber(s) layout, cavity volume, and inflation pressure for optimum settings.

Also, the design’s manufacturability needs to be looked at to assess its feasibility. A potential manufacturing choice would be using “fabric calendaring” to produce the multi-chamber inner-walls separately and then “multi-stage curing” to join the chambers’ inner-walls to the tire’s inner liner starting from the innermost to the outermost contact-points respectively.
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